Abstract. In this note we consider a Ramsey type result for partially ordered sets. In particular we give an alternative short proof of a theorem for a posets with multiple linear extensions recently obtained by Solecki and Zhao in [6].
Definition 4. We say that π is an isomorphism between X P P L pkq andX P P L pkq if it is order preserving bijection. We say that X P P L pkq is isomorphic toX P P L pkq if there is an isomorphism between X andX .
Definition 5. Let k ą 0 and X , Y P P L pkq . We say thatX P P L pkq is a copy of X in Y if X Ď Y andX is isomorphic to X . For X , Y P P L pkq denote by`Y X˘t he set of all copies of X in Y.
For anyX P`Y X˘t here is unique order preserving mapping π : X ÑX. On other hand, any order preserving mapping π : X Ñ Y induces a copyX " πpX q P`Y X˘. We identify each X P`Y X˘w ith corresponding order preserving mapping π and will say that π is a copy of X in Y instead of saying thatX is a copy of X in Y with corresponding order preserving mapping π.
We refer to the following theorem as to Ramsey theorem for posets with one linear extension.
Theorem 6. For any integer r and any X , Y P P L p1q there is Z P P L p1q , such that for any r-colouring of set`Z X˘t here isỸ, a copy of Y in Z, such that`Ỹ X˘i s monochromatic.
Ramsey properties of the class of partially ordered sets were considered in [2] and [4] , where all partially ordered sets with P-Ramsey properties were characterised (see also [3] ).
Subsequently some extensions and related results were obtained in [5] and [1] , using different method.
Next theorem is a product version of the Theorem 6, that we are going to use in Section 3. Proof of this theorem is based on a standard folkloristic argument. For similar results of this type see e.g. [5] .
Theorem 7. For any X i , Y i P P L p1q with i P rks there are Z i P P L p1q with i P rks, such that for any 2-colouring of set`Z
To distinguish between the objects of P L p1q , which will play a special role in our proof, and P L pkq for k ě 2, from now on, we use letters X , Y and Z for elements of P L p1q and A, B, C for elements of P L pkq .
Based on Theorem 7, in Section 3 we are going to prove the following result, first obtained in [6] .
Theorem 8. For any integer k any A, B P P L pkq there is C P P L pkq , such that for any colouring 2-colouring of set`C A˘t here isB, a copy of B in C, such that`B A˘i s monochromatic.
Properties of join and canonical copies
First, we define the join of k elements of P L p1q .
For all i P rks define shifted lexicographic orders ă lx i on set
where δ is the smallest non-negative number j, for which x i`j ‰ y i`j (with addition mod k).
For notation, we will use C " \
Then the image of the mapping π : X Ñ C , defined by πpxq " pπ 1 pxq, π 2 pxq, . . . , π k pxqq for each x P X, is a copy of A in`C A˘.
Remark 11.
‚ We say that the image of the mapping π from Claim 10, is a canonical copy of B in
‚ By`C B˘can Ď`C B˘w e denote a set of all canonical copies of B in C.
Proof. We need to verify that π : X Ñ C is order preserving for A and C. Indeed, we observe that if x, y P X, then fact that π i : X Ñ Z i preserves P X for i P rks combined with definition of C yields xP X y ô @i P rks :
Since π i preserves L X i for i P rks , we have
i π i pyq ô πpxq ă lx i πpyq for i P rks. Hence, π preserves P X and L X i for i P rks.
For the rest of this section we assume that C " \
Note 12. By construction,`C A˘can is in 1-1 correspondence with the set Π
nd the function λ : pπ 1 pXq, . . . , π k pXqq Þ Ñ πpXq is the bijection between sets Π
The following Claim states that if π is a canonical copy of B in C andÃ is a copy of A in B, then πpÃq is a canonical copy of A in C.
Claim 13. If π P`C B˘can and τ P`B A˘, then σ " π˝τ P`C A˘can .
Proof. Since π : Y Ñ C is a canonical copy, we have that π " pπ 1 , . . . , π k q, where π i : Y Ñ Z i are copies of Y in Z i for i P rks. Define σ i " π i˝τ for i "P rks. It is sufficient to prove that for any i P rks σ i is order preserving for X and Z i .
Indeed, since τ is order preserving for A and B and π i is order preserving for preserves pY, P Y , L Y i q and Z i for any i P rks, we have for any x, y P X and for i P rks
Consequently, for i P rks, σ i is order preserving for X and Z i , and σ " pσ 1 , σ 2 q is a canonical copy of A in C.
Our final Claim states that ifB is a canonical copy of B in C, andÃ is a copy of A inB, thenÃ is a canonical copy of A in C.
Claim 14. If π P`C B˘can and σ P`π pBq A˘, then σ P`C A˘can .
Proof. Since π is an isomorphism between B and πpBq, then π´1 exists and is order preserving for πpBq and B. Therefore, τ " π´1˝σ is order preserving mapping for A and B. Finally, Claim 13 applied for π and τ gives that π˝τ " σ is canonical copy of A.
Proof of Theorem 8
Let
Let χ :`C A˘Þ Ñ tred, blueu be a colouring. Since`C A˘can Ď`C A˘, colouring χ induces tred, blueu colouring of`C A˘can . By Note 12, sets in`C A˘can and elements of Π
re in 1-1 correspondence and thus λ´1˝χ induces a colouring of Π Let σ be isomorphism from A toÃ, then σ " pσ 1 , . . . , σ k q, where σ i is order preserving for X i andỸ i for any i P rks. SinceÃ P`C A˘can and all elements of Π k i"1`Ỹ i X i˘a re red, we get that pλ´1˝χqpÃq is red and consequentlyÃ is red. Therefore, set`B A˘i s monochromatic.
By a choice of
Z i (recall that Z i P P L p1q , i P rks) there areỸ i P`Z i Y i˘f or i P rks, such that Π k i"1`Ỹ i X i˘i
